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ABSTRACT

In this paper, we describe the current state-of-the-art of fact-checking research and describe the approach we have taken with ClaimBuster. We create a novel, human-labeled dataset of check-worthy factual claims using the sentences of the U.S. presidential election general debate transcripts and use natural language processing and supervised learning techniques to develop a factual claim identification model which is one of the core components of the presented fact-checking platform, ClaimBuster. We describe various components of the ClaimBuster system architecture and outline our development plan. We showcase how ClaimBuster is used to live cover the 2016 U.S. presidential election debates and monitor social media platforms and Hansard for identifying check-worthy factual claims. The performance of ClaimBuster is compared with the professional journalists and fact-checking organizations.

1. INTRODUCTION

This paper introduces ClaimBuster, an ongoing project toward automated fact-checking. The focus is on explaining the claim spotting component of the system which discovers factual claims that are worth checking from political discourses. This component has been deployed and substantially tested in real-world use cases. We also present the current prototype and the goals regarding the development plan. We showcase how ClaimBuster is used to live cover the 2016 U.S. presidential election debates and monitor social media platforms and Hansard for identifying check-worthy factual claims. The performance of ClaimBuster is compared with the professional journalists and fact-checking organizations.
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Abstract image
ClaimBuster already produces true-or-false verdicts for certain types of factual claims. The development of the full-fledged system is still ongoing. A description of its current status is in Section 5 and a proposal for demonstration is being prepared [12]. In this paper, we focus on a key component of the system, claim spotting, which discovers factual claims that are worth checking. Given the plethora of discourses and narratives we are constantly exposed to, ClaimBuster gives each sentence a score that indicates how likely it contains an important factual claim that should be checked. This essentially provides a priority ranking that helps fact-checkers efficiently focus on the top-ranked sentences without painstakingly sifting through a large number of sentences. ClaimBuster’s scorer was tested in real-time during the live coverage of all primary election and general election debates for the 2016 election. Closed captions of the debates on live TV broadcasts, captured by a decoding device, were fed to ClaimBuster, which immediately scored each sentence spoken by the candidates and posted top-scored claims to the project’s website (idr.uta.edu/claimbuster) and Twitter account (@ClaimBusterTM). Post-hoc analysis of the claims checked by professional fact-checkers at CNN, PolitiFact.com and FactCheck.org reveals a highly positive correlation between ClaimBuster and journalism organizations in deciding which claims to check. ClaimBuster has also been continuously monitoring Twitter and retweeting the check-worthy factual claims it finds in people’s tweets (see https://twitter.com/ClaimBusterTM). Recently it also started to monitor “Hansard” – the transcripts of proceedings of the Australian parliament (idr.uta.edu/claimbuster/hansard).

The project has received wide recognition in the fact-checking community and substantial media coverage. [5] Others considered it “perhaps the biggest development to date” in ranking claims [12] and “a pretty useful guide for journalists and those members of the public who wish to spend time using an algorithm to verify facts” [13].

sider factual claims. Instead, they assume the input of a collection of (contradicting) tuples that record the property values of objects. Ciampaniga et al. [5] proposed a method for fact-checking using knowledge graphs by finding the shortest path between entity nodes. Shi et al. [23] mine knowledge graphs to find missing links between entities. This approach, though more related to the general problem of link prediction [17, 7] than fact-checking, can potentially identify supporting evidence for facts that are not recorded in knowledge graphs. We note that none of the aforementioned works on truth discovery, link prediction, and fact-checking using knowledge graphs aims at an end-to-end system, as they do not directly cope with factual claims.

To the best of our knowledge, no prior study has focused on computational methods for detecting factual claims and discerning their importance. The most relevant line of work is subjectivity analysis and ClaimBuster of which the results demonstrate the inability of subjectivity identifiers in discerning factual claims.

3. CLAIM SPOTTING: CHECK-WORTHY FACTUAL CLAIMS DETECTION

We model the claim spotting problem as a classification and ranking task and we follow a supervised learning approach to address it. We constructed a labeled dataset of spoken sentences by presidential candidates during past presidential debates. Each sentence is given one of three possible labels—it is not a factual claim; it is an unimportant factual claim; it is an important factual claim. We trained and tested several multi-class classification models using the labeled dataset. Experiment results demonstrated the promising accuracy of the models. We further compared our model with existing subjectivity classifiers and demonstrated that subjectivity identifiers are incapable of discerning factual claims.

3.1 Classification and Ranking

We categorize sentences in presidential debates into three categories:

- **Non-Factual Sentence (NFS):** Subjective sentences (opinions, beliefs, declarations) and many questions fall under this category. These sentences do not contain any factual claim. Below are some examples.
  - But I think it’s time to talk about the future.
  - You remember the last time you said that?

- **Unimportant Factual Sentence (UFS):** These are factual claims but not check-worthy. The general public will not be interested in knowing whether these sentences are true or false. Fact-checkers do not find these sentences as important for checking. Some examples are as follows.
  - Next Tuesday is Election day.
  - Two days ago we ate lunch at a restaurant.

- **Check-worthy Factual Sentence (CFS):** They contain factual claims and the general public will be interested in knowing whether the claims are true. Journalists look for these type of claims for fact-checking. Some examples are:
  - He voted against the first Gulf War.
  - Over a million and a quarter Americans are HIV-positive.

Given a sentence, the objective of ClaimBuster’s claim spotting is to derive a score that reflects the degree by which the sentence belongs to CFS. Many widely-used classification methods support ranking naturally. For instance, consider Support Vector Machine (SVM). We treat CFSs as positive instances and both NFSs and UFSs as negative instances. SVM finds a decision boundary between the two types of training instances. Following Platt’s scaling technique [19], for a given sentence \( x \) to be classified, we calculate the posterior probability \( P(\text{class}=\text{CFS}|x) \) using SVM’s decision function. The sentences are ranked by their probability scores.

3.2 Data Labeling

We need to collect a labeled dataset which, for each sentence from the U.S. general election presidential debates, indicates its label among the three options [NFS, UFS, CFS]. Such a dataset does not exist. Our dataset, once completed and released, will be a valuable asset to the research community and practitioners.

**Dataset** The custom of organizing debates between U.S. presidential candidates before a general election started in 1960. There has been a total of 15 presidential elections from 1960 to 2012. Except 1964, 1968, and 1972 there have been debates before all the 12 remaining elections. The number of debates before an election varies from year to year; for example, there were two and three debates before 1988 and 2012 elections, respectively. We have collected the transcripts of all the debates occurred during 1960–2012. In total, there are 30 debates in these 11 election years. There are 28029 sentences in these transcripts. Using parsing rules and human annotation, we identified the speaker of each sentence. 23075 sentences are spoken by the presidential candidates and 4815 by the debate moderators. In our experiments, we concentrated on the 20788 sentences spoken by the candidates which are at least 5 words long. Figure 1 shows the distribution of sentences among the 30 debates.

**Ground-truth Collection Website** We developed a rich and controlled data collection website (idir-server2.uta.edu/classifyfact_survey) to collect the ground-truth labels of the sentences. Figure 2 shows its interface. A participant is presented one sentence at a time. The sentence is randomly selected from the set of sentences not seen by the participant before. They can assign one of three possible labels [NFS, UFS, CFS] for the sentence. If the participant is not confident to assign a label for a sentence, they can skip it. It is also
possible to go back and modify previous responses. With just the text of a sentence itself, it is sometimes difficult to determine its label. The interface has a “more context” button. When it is clicked, the system shows the four preceding sentences of the sentence in question which may help the participant understand its context. We observe that, about 14% of the time, participants chose to read the context before labeling a sentence.

**Participant Recruitment and Training** We recruited paid participants (mostly university students, professors and journalists who are aware of U.S. politics) using flyers, social media, and direct emails. We use 30 selected sentences to train all the participants. Every participant must go through all these 30 sentences at the very beginning. After they label a sentence, the website will immediately disclose its ground-truth label and explain it. Furthermore, we arranged multiple on-site training workshops for participants that were available. During each workshop, at least two experts were present to clear the doubts the participants may have about the data collection website and process. Through interviews with the participants, we observed that these training measures were important in helping the participants achieve high work quality.

We chose to not use crowdsourcing platforms such as Amazon Mechanical Turk and CrowdFlower, due to the complex nature of U.S. politics. We will not be able to run the on-site training workshops for the participants on such platforms. We indeed performed a pilot run on CrowdFlower with a small dataset and we were not impressed by the quality of the collected data. It will be interesting to conduct a thorough comparison with the data collection approach of using such a platform for our data.

**Quality Assurance** To detect spammers and low-quality participants, we selected 1,032 (731 NFS, 63 UFS, 238 CFS) sentences from all the sentences for screening purpose. Three experts agreed upon the labels of these sentences. On average, one out of every ten sentences given to a participant (without letting the participant know) was randomly chosen to be a screening sentence. First, a random number decides the type (NFS, UFS, CFS) of the sentence. Then, the screening sentence is randomly picked from the pool of screening sentences of that particular type. The degree of agreement on screening sentences between a participant and the three experts is one of the factors in measuring the quality of the participant. For a screening sentence, when a participant’s label matches the experts’ label, s/he is rewarded with some points. If it does not match, s/he is penalized. We observe that not all kinds of mislabeling has equal significance. For example, labeling an NFS sentence as a CFS is a more critical mistake than labeling a UFS as a CFS. We defined weights for different types of mistakes and incorporated them into the quality measure.

Formally, given $SS(p)$ as the set of screening sentences labeled by a participant $p$, the labeling quality of $p$ ($LQ_p$) is

$$LQ_p = \frac{\sum_{s \in SS(p)} \gamma^{l,t}}{|SS(p)|}$$

where $\gamma^{l,t}$ is the weight factor when $p$ labeled the screening sentence $s$ as $l$ and the experts labeled it as $t$. Both $l, t \in \{NFS, UFS, CFS\}$. We set $\gamma^{NFS, NFS} = -0.2$ where $l = t$, $\gamma^{NFS, CFS} = 2.5$ where $(l, t) \in \{(NFS, CFS), (CFS, NFS)\}$ and $\gamma^{l,t} = 0.7$ for all other combinations. The weights are set empirically. If $LQ_p \leq 0$ for a participant $p$, we designate $p$ as a top-quality participant. A total of 374 participants contributed in the data collection process so far. Among them, 86 are top-quality participants. Figure 3 shows the frequency distribution of $LQ_p$ for all participants.

**Incentives** We devised a monetary reward program to encourage the participants to perform high-quality labeling. A participant $p$’s payment depends on their rate per sentence $R_p$ (in cents) and their number of labeled sentences. $R_p$ depends on $LQ_p$, the lengths of the labelled sentences, and the percentage of skipped sentences. The reason behind the later two factors is to discourage participants from skipping longer and more challenging sentences and to reward them for working on long, complex sentences. After multiple rounds of empirical analysis, we set $R_p$ as

$$R_p = \frac{LQ_p^{1.5}}{L} \times (3 - \frac{7 \times LQ_p}{0.2}) \times 0.6 \times \frac{|SKIP_p|}{|ALL|}$$

where, $L$ is the average length of all the sentences, $LQ_p$ is the average length of sentences labeled by $p$, $ALL$ is the set of sentences labeled by $p$ and $SKIP_p$ is the set of sentences skipped by $p$. The numerical values in the above equation were set as such that it would be possible for a top-quality participant to earn up to 10 cents for each sentence.

The data-collection website also features a leaderboard which allows participants to see their rank positions by pay rate and total payment. This is designed to encourage serious participants to perform better and discourage spammers from further participation. Along with the leaderboard, the website provides helpful tips and messages from time to time to keep the participants motivated.

**Stopping Condition** A sentence $s$ will not be selected for further labeling if for $X, Y \in \{NFS, UFS, CFS\}$, $\exists X$ such that $Y: s_X \geq 2 \land s_X > s_Y$, if $X \neq Y$ where, $s_X$ denotes the number of top-quality labels of type $X$ assigned to $s$.

This condition ensures that a sentence has received a reasonable number of labels from top-quality participants and the majority of them agreed on a particular label. We assign the majority label as the ground-truth of that sentence.

The data collection has been running for about 20 months in multiple phases and it is still going on. So far, we have collected 69,380 labels among which 44,864 (65%) are from top-quality participants. There are 17,665 (89.42%) sentences which satisfy the above stopping condition. Table 1 shows the distribution of the classes in these sentences. In the future, we will further study the effects of our model under different dataset sizes.

### 3.3 Feature Extraction

We extracted multiple categories of features from the sentences. We use the following sentence to explain the features.

> When President Bush came into office, we had a budget surplus and the national debt was a little over five trillion.
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1: Class distribution</th>
<th>Count</th>
<th>Percentage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NFS</td>
<td>11851</td>
<td>67.08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UFS</td>
<td>1627</td>
<td>9.21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CFS</td>
<td>4187</td>
<td>23.70</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 2: Performance</th>
<th>Precision</th>
<th>Recall</th>
<th>F-measure</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NFS</td>
<td>0.90</td>
<td>0.96</td>
<td>0.93</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UFS</td>
<td>0.65</td>
<td>0.26</td>
<td>0.37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CFS</td>
<td>0.79</td>
<td>0.74</td>
<td>0.77</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Sentiment: We used AlchemyAPI to calculate a sentiment score for each sentence. The score ranges from -1 (most negative sentiment) to 1 (most positive sentiment). The above sentence has a sentiment score 0.846376.

Length: This is the word count of a sentence. The natural language toolkit NLTK was used for tokenizing a sentence into words. The example sentence has length 21.

Word: We used words in sentences to build tf-idf features. After discarding stop-words and applying stemming, we had 6,549 unique tokens.

Part-of-Speech (POS) Tag: We applied the NLTK POS tagger on the sentence. There are 43 POS tags in the corpus. We constructed a feature for each tag. For a sentence, the count of words belonging to a POS tag is the value of the corresponding feature. In the example sentence, there are 3 words (came, had, was) with POS tag VBD (Verb, Past Tense) and 2 words (five, trillion) with POS tag CD (Cardinal Number).

Entity Type: We used AlchemyAPI to extract entities from sentences. There are 2,727 entities in the labeled sentences. They belong to 26 types. The above sentence has an entity “Bush” of type “Person”. We constructed a feature for each entity type. For a sentence, its number of entities of a particular type is the value of the corresponding feature.

Feature Selection: There are 6,615 features in total. To identify the best discriminating features, we performed feature selection. We trained a random forest classifier for which we used GINI index to measure the importance of features in constructing each decision tree. The overall importance of a feature is its average importance over all the trees. Figure 4 shows the importance of the 30 best features in the forest. The black solid lines indicate the standard deviations of importance values. Category types are prefixes to feature names. The top features are quite intuitive. For instance, the most discriminating feature is the POS tag VBD which indicates the past form of a verb, which is often used to describe something happened in the past. The second most discriminating feature is the POS tag CD (Cardinal Number)—check-worthy factual claims are more likely to contain numeric values (45% of CFSs in our dataset) and non-factual sentences are less likely to contain numeric values (6% of NFSs in our dataset).

Table 3: Ranking accuracy: past presidential debates

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>k</th>
<th>P@k</th>
<th>AvgP</th>
<th>nDCG</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>1.000</td>
<td>1.000</td>
<td>1.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25</td>
<td>1.000</td>
<td>1.000</td>
<td>1.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50</td>
<td>0.980</td>
<td>0.995</td>
<td>0.987</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100</td>
<td>0.943</td>
<td>0.979</td>
<td>0.956</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>200</td>
<td>0.916</td>
<td>0.955</td>
<td>0.931</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>500</td>
<td>0.848</td>
<td>0.937</td>
<td>0.874</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>400</td>
<td>0.764</td>
<td>0.915</td>
<td>0.801</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>500</td>
<td>0.679</td>
<td>0.897</td>
<td>0.827</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.5 Comparison with Subjectivity Classifiers

We also compared the performance of ClaimBuster with state-of-the-art subjectivity classifiers [22, 21]. Our hypothesis was that an subjectivity classifier can be used to separate NFS from UFS and CFS. However, experiment results showed that the subjectivity classifiers failed to filter out NFS. We used the OpinionFinder package for classification. This tool provides two subjectivity classifiers [22, 21]. The first classifier [22] tags each sentence as either subjective or objective based on a model trained on the MPQA Corpus. The second classifier [21] is a rule-based classifier. It optimizes precision at the expense of recall. That is, it classifies a sentence as subjective or objective only if it can do so with confidence. Otherwise, it labels the sentence as “unknown”. Table 4 shows the comparison between [22] and ClaimBuster. We used the 1032 screening sentences for this experiment. 574 NFS sentences were labeled as objective sentences and 44 CFS sentences were labeled as subjective sentences. This invalidates our hypothesis that a subjectivity classifier can be used to separate NFS sentences from UFS and CFS. Table 5 also shows similar comparison between ClaimBuster and [21].

Table 4: Comparison with [22]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Features</th>
<th>Subjective</th>
<th>Objective</th>
<th>Unknown</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NFS</td>
<td>157</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UFS</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>58</td>
<td>194</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5: Comparison with [21]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Features</th>
<th>Subjective</th>
<th>Objective</th>
<th>Unknown</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NFS</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UFS</td>
<td>175</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CFS</td>
<td>533</td>
<td>58</td>
<td>189</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
also more likely to be fact-checked by professionals. If the hypothesis is true, we can expect ClaimBuster to be effective in assisting professionals choose what to fact-check and thus helping improve their work efficiency.

4.1 Data Collection

There have been 12 Republican\textsuperscript{18} and 9 Democratic primary debates in the 2016 U.S. presidential election. The debates featured as many as 11 Republican Party candidates and 5 Democratic Party candidates at the beginning, respectively. These debates took place between August, 2015 and April, 2016. We collected the transcripts of all these debates from several news media websites, including Washington Post, CNN, Times, and so on. There are a total of 30737 sentences in the 21 transcripts. We preprocessed these transcripts and identified the speaker of each sentence. Furthermore, we identified the role of the speaker. Sentences spoken by debate moderators were excluded from the study.

4.2 Finding Check-worthy Factual Claims

We use ClaimBuster to calculate the check-worthiness scores of the sentences and thereby identify highly check-worthy factual claims. Figure 5 shows the distributions of ClaimBuster scores on all the sentences for both political parties. The distributions for the two parties are similar. One distinction is that the distribution for the Republican Party has a higher peak and a slightly thinner right tail than the distribution for the Democratic party. There are 776 check-worthy factual claims spoken by the Republicans with ClaimBuster scores over 0.5. This is 5.00% of all the sentences spoken by the Republican candidates. From Democrat candidates, there are 484(6.73%) sentences with ClaimBuster score higher than 0.5.

Figure 6 shows the check-worthiness score distributions for the major candidates (nomination winners and runner-ups) from both parties. Among these four candidates, Donald Trump appears to have presented less number of highly check-worthy factual claims (ClaimBuster score ≥ 0.5) than the other three candidates. He has used more non-factual sentences (ClaimBuster score ≤ 0.3) compared to the other candidates.

\textsuperscript{18}We only considered the “prime time” debates which included the more popular candidates.

4.3 Topic Detection

From each of the 21 debates, the 20 highest-scoring sentences were selected and manually placed in topic categories, a modified version of the most important problems (MIP) used by Gallup and other researchers for decades [18, 24, 29]. The major topics in the primary debates were: economy, crime, international affairs, immigration, health care, social issues, education, campaign finance, environment, Supreme Court, privacy and energy. Some of these topics were further broken down into subtopics. The 420 sample sentences were used to cultivate a list of keywords most often found for each of these topics. For example, the keywords for subtopic “abortion” were abortion, pregnancy and planned parenthood. Some topics had a small number of keywords, others had more than 20.

A topic-detection program is created to detect each debate sentence’s topic. Provided a sentence, the program computes a score for each topic in our list based on presence of each topic’s keywords in the sentence. The score is the total number of occurrences of such keywords. The sentence is assigned to the topic attaining the highest score among all the topics. However, if the highest score is lower than a threshold (two occurrences of topic keywords), the program does not assign any of the topics to the sentence. If there is a tie between two or more topics, the program uses the topic of the preceding sentence if it matches one of the tied topics. Otherwise, it randomly picks one of the tied topics.

In order to evaluate the above approach to detect topics, we created ground-truth data for one Republican debate and one Democratic debate. We only used sentences with at least 0.5 ClaimBuster score. In our ground-truth data for the Democratic debate, there are 52 sentences and 39 of them are labeled with a topic. The program detected topics for 27 of the 39 sentences and only one sentence was assigned with an incorrect topic. For the Republican debate ground-truth data, there are 62 sentences and 44 sentences are labeled with a topic. The program found topics for 30 out of the 44 sentences and 5 of these sentences were mis-classified.

We applied the topic detection program on all remaining sentences of these debates. The topics of the sentences allow us to gain better insight into the data. The results of our study which leverages the detected topics are reported in Section 4.5. The high accuracy of the topic-detection program on the ground-truth data gives us confidence on the results.

4.4 Verdict Collection

We used CNN and PolitiFact as the means for comparing ClaimBuster’s results. These two organizations were selected because each identifies claims they judge to be worth checking and then rates each claim on a truthfulness scale. The verdicts for CNN are

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Platforms</th>
<th>avg(YES)</th>
<th>avg(NO)</th>
<th>t-value</th>
<th>p-value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CNN</td>
<td>0.433</td>
<td>0.258</td>
<td>21.137</td>
<td>1.81E-098</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PolitiFact</td>
<td>0.438</td>
<td>0.258</td>
<td>16.362</td>
<td>6.30E-060</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6: Score differences between sentences fact-checked and those not chosen for checking

Figure 7: Distribution of verdicts for each party
Table 7: Performance of the U.S. politics related tweet classifier

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Precision</th>
<th>Recall</th>
<th>F-measure</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>U.S. Political Tweets</td>
<td>0.77</td>
<td>0.74</td>
<td>0.76</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Others</td>
<td>0.74</td>
<td>0.77</td>
<td>0.75</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

interesting observation derived from Figures 11 and 10 is that Republican candidates spoke about Health Care but used fewer factual claims regarding this topic. On the other hand, Democratic candidate Hillary Clinton presented factual statements related to Environment rather than presenting non-factual, subjective statements.

Figure 4 shows the topic distributions of CNN, PolitiFact sentences as well as of highly check-worthy factual sentences (ClaimBuster score ≥ 0.5). This figure signifies that there are strong similarities between ClaimBuster and the fact-checking organizations. ClaimBuster tends to give high scores to the topics which CNN and PolitiFact tend to choose for fact checking. For example, all three have about 50 percent of the fact checks (or high ClaimBuster scores) associated with Economy, about 14 percent for International Affairs, about 10 percent for Immigration and 4 percent for Crime. One topic where ClaimBuster showed a difference with the human fact-checkers was Social Issues. That topic represented about 9 percent of the CNN and PolitiFact fact-checks but only about 2 percent of the highly scored ClaimBuster sentences.

5. CURRENT STATUS OF CLAIMBUSTER

Sections 3 and 4 present the claim spotting component of ClaimBuster. In this section, we introduce the current prototype of other components in the system and our goals. The system is hosted at http://idir.uta.edu/claimbuster and its features are being gradually expanded. Figure 15 depicts the system architecture of ClaimBuster. It consists of several integral components, as follows.

Claim Monitor. The purpose of this component is to monitor and continuously retrieve text from a variety of sources and apply claim spotting to discover important factual claims. The data sources include news articles, social media posts, broadcast TV programs, etc. At present, we monitor the following sources. Although the claim spotting models was trained using a labeled dataset of presidential debates, we find that the models achieved strong results on similar politics-related text outside of presidential debates.

Social Media: ClaimBuster has been continuously monitoring a list of 2220 Twitter accounts (U.S. politicians, news and media organizations) using Twitter Streaming API and retweeting the top-scored factual claims it finds in their tweets (see @ClaimBusterTM). It filters out non-politics-related tweets using an SVM classifier [19]. Table 7 shows the performance of the classifier. To this date, @ClaimBusterTM has detected about 130K check-worthy factual claims posted by the above mentioned accounts.

Broadcast Media: ClaimBuster processes video signals of broadcasted TV programs, identifies the check-worthy factual claims, and presents such information. For example, in covering the 2016 U.S. presidential debates, closed captions of the debates on live TV broadcasts, captured by a decoding device, were fed to ClaimBuster, which immediately scored each sentence spoken by the candidates and posted the sentences and their scores to the project’s website. The top-scored claims (i.e., check-worthy factual claims) were also posted to the project’s Twitter account. Figure 16 shows the coverage of one of the primary debates. Sentences in the transcript are highlighted in different shades of blue proportional to their check-worthiness scores. The platform allows a user to order the sentences by time or by score and to use a slider to specify the minimum score for sentences to be highlighted. It also provides

---

For each of the 21 debates CNN and PolitiFact prepared a summary of the factual claims they chose to check and rendered a verdict on them. We collected all of these verdicts, 224 from CNN and 118 from PolitiFact.

Table 6 shows scores given by ClaimBuster to the claims fact-checked by CNN and PolitiFact. The ClaimBuster average for sentences fact-checked by CNN is 0.433 compared to 0.258 for those sentences not selected by CNN, a statistically significant difference. Likewise, the ClaimBuster average for sentences checked by PolitiFact is 0.438 compared to 0.258 for those not selected, also a significant difference. The results of these comparisons demonstrate the utility of ClaimBuster in identifying sentences likely to contain important factual claims.

Figure 7 shows, for each party, the number of fact-checks of different veracity by CNN and PolitiFact. Figure 8 shows number of fact-checks for each major candidates. One observation is, Donald Trump has presented more Pants on Fire, False and Mostly False factual claims than other candidates according to PolitiFact. Similar observation is also evident according to CNN.

4.5 Results of Case Study

With the ClaimBuster score, topic and veracity of the sentences at hand, we study the relation among these and try to find answers to questions such as which candidate presented more factual claims pertaining to a certain topic compared to others and so on.

Figure 13 shows the distribution of topics among sentences for each party. Republican candidates are more vocal about Economy, International Affairs, and Immigration compared to the Democrats. On the other hand, Democrats are more vocal on Energy, Education, Social Issues and Health Care. We roll down to the candidate level and try to understand the most vocal candidates on each of the topics. Figure 9 shows the topic distribution for each major candidate. Note that, to save space, we do not repeat the legends (topic names) in this and in the following figures. Bernie Sanders was the most vocal on Social Issues among the candidates. Ted Cruz spoke significantly more on International Affairs compared to other candidates.

We analyzed the check-worthiness of the sentences of each topic. Figure 11 shows the topic distribution of sentences having ClaimBuster score ≥ 0.5. This figure explains how often the candidates used factual claims while speaking about different topics. For example, both Donald Trump and Bernie Sanders presented significantly more check-worthy factual claims relating to the Economy compared to their debate competitors.

Figure 10 shows the topic distribution of sentences having ClaimBuster score ≤ 0.3. This figure explains how much the candidates spoke about different topics without presenting factual claims. One
interactive visualizations of the scores of the sentences.

**Websites:** ClaimBuster also gathers data from websites. For instance, it continuously monitors “Hansard” – the transcripts of proceedings of the Australian parliament.

**Claim Modeling.** This component models factual claims and produces their internal representations. It uses taxonomies of claim templates in different domains, categorizes the claims based on the taxonomies, and generates internal representations through syntax parsing of the claims’ textual forms.

**Repository.** We collected a repository of fact-checks extracted from various fact-checking websites. The repository also stores several other pieces of data collected and produced by ClaimBuster. Such data include claims collected through applying the claim monitoring and claim spotting components, the internal representations of claims, as well as the results of algorithmic fact-checking. This is necessary for supporting various other components. For instance, to deduplicate fact-checks from different organizations, claim matching needs to exploit the claims’ internal representations.

**Claim Matching.** Given a factual claim, this component searches the repository and returns fact-checks matching the claim. If a match with existing fact-checks is not found in the repository, ClaimBuster invokes algorithmic fact-checking.

**Algorithmic Fact-checking.** It automatically translates claims of various types into queries against general and domain-specific databases and knowledge graphs (e.g., Freebase [3]). Results of these queries will be compared with the answers embedded in the claims themselves, to verify whether the claims check out.

**Results Delivery.** ClaimBuster delivers its results through a variety of channels, including its Twitter account, API and Slackbot. Its Twitter account (@ClaimBusterTM) retweets highly-scored tweets from politicians and organizations and posts highly-scored claims from presidential debates. A Slackbot and an API are developed for users to supply their own text (e.g., providing the URL to a cloud-based folder containing legislative record files) and subscribe to ClaimBuster results on the text. The Slackbot will be published in a public directory. The API will be extended to allow users develop their own applications that communicate with ClaimBuster.

## 6. CONCLUSION

ClaimBuster can quickly extract and order sentences in ways that will aid in the identification of important factual claims. We used the 2016 U.S. presidential election debates to compare the results of our automated factual claim tool against the judgments of professional journalism organizations. Overall, we found that sentences selected by both CNN and PolitiFact for fact checking had ClaimBuster scores that were significantly higher (were more check-worthy) than sentences not selected for checking. We are also using ClaimBuster to check content on popular social platforms where much political information is being generated and shared. But there is still much work to be done. Discrepancies between the human checkers and the machine have provided us with avenues for improvement of the algorithm. A next step will be the adjudication of identified check-worthy claims. A repository of already-checked facts would be a good starting point. Each of these
Figure 15: Major components of ClaimBuster (under continuous improvement and development)

Figure 16: Coverage of a debate

areas are demanding and worthy of attention by the growing field of computational journalism.
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